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 Atstract: From  1993 to 1998. rnernbers  efthe  Dome  F project group  earried

out  ice  coring  at  Dome  F stalion. They  recovered  u  2S03-[n-long iee core.

SpeeLfic
 tasks ft]r the ice core  processing included (1) core  storage,  (2) cutting

and  packing the ice sampLes  for transpoitation  from the station  to JtLpnn. and  (3>
performing initial ice analyses  that ean  be done at the station.  In tbis rcport  we

outljne  the operation  and  dcscribe our  experiences  related  to the ice core  process-
ing to uid similar  processing in the future,

                            1. Introduction

    Follow'ing u  pilot borehole driEled in l993. deep ice coring  was  carried  out  at Dome
Ftiji Station, Antarctica <lat 77'19'S, long 3940'E, 3810m  aboye  sea  ]evel) in 1995 and

1996. It reached  2503,52 m  in December  1996. Details of the drill system  and  coring

operation  have been reporred  elsewhere  (Fujii et al., 1999; Motoyama  et al., 1995:
Tanaka  et al., 1994). Ice core processing started  immediately after  core  recovery  at the

station,  Before starting,  a committee  of  several members  in the coring  project defined the
ice core  proJect at Dome  F (Shoji et al., l994) and  suggested  the fo11owing processing
procedures: (l) core  storage,  (2) core  logging, (3) brittle zone  hand]ing, (4) field mea-

surements,  (5) sampie  preparation, and  (6) core  packing for transportation. The  field
operation  then  fbllowed their plan, This report  contains  information that should  be
usefu1  for similar  processing operutions.

                            2. Core storage

    After drilling and  removing  the cores  from the dri]1, ice cores were  stored  in a  snow

tunnel located next  to the drMing  site (see Fig. 1). The  size of  the tunnel  is roughly  3×

7 m,  and  inside there are  two  sets ofshelves  to ho]d up  to 5oo m  of  an  ice core  as shown

in Fig. 2. The  tunnel temperature  varied  between -30'C  and  -50UC,  Most core  seg-
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ments  were  srored  there for several  weeks  to a  few months.  This storage  served  as  a  bufEEr

that was  necessary  because the core  recovery  speed  was  t'aster than the core processing speed,

Each  core  sample  was  put in a  tin trough.  The  trough  shape  is drawn in Figs.3 and  
4

shoxN's  the troughs  with  cores on  a  shelf  in the core  storage.  The core  troughs sN'ere strong
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enoggh  to support  ice cores  in them,  Ice core  sections  were  typically 1,5-2.0 m  long. Tbe
maximum  was  2.4-m long, determined by the maximum  length ofthe  core  barrel, Average
diameter of  the ice core  was  93 mm.  At the station,  all of  the cores  in the troughs  were
carried      by         hand,

                            3, Processing plan

    The  original  processing plan (Shoji et al., 1994) is
core's  condition  was  recorded  and  the core  was  labeled,summarized

 in Fig. 5. First, the

 Bulk density measurements  were
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FZg. 6.Cross-sectienof a  core  showing  the cutting  plan.

also  made,  Continuity ofeach  core  was  confirmed  at this stage. Then, the depth ofeach

core  was  determined. Next, with  a  horizontal bandsaw, the core  was  cut  into a 60%

section marked  A  in Fig, 6, and  a 409Io soction  composed  ofB  (25%) and  C (15%). Section

A  is saved  for future analyses.  Section B  is fbr physical and  gas analyses.  Section C is

fbr stable isotope and  chemjcal  analyses.  The  latter cutting  ofthe  section  B and  section

C  was  done just befbre final packing and  after  the 50-cm cutting in Fig, 5. After cutting

the core  into section  A  and  the 40%  section,  the cut  surface  of  section  A  was  microtomed

and  several  measurements  were  made,  including an  ECM  measurement  (Hammer, 1980), an

AC-ECM  measurement  (Sugiyama et al,, ]995,2000), and  visual  stratification  measure-

ments.  In the visual  measurements,  we  identified cloudy-bands,  tephra  layers, bubble

features, and  clathrate  hydrate crystals, At this stage,  section  A  still had the same  length

as  it had when  drilled, up  to 2.4 m  long, After these measurements  were  completed,  both

section  A  and  the tK)%  section  were  cut  into 50-cm lengths for packing and  transportation.

Then, the 409G section  was  cut  into sections  B and  C. Befbre packing, we  photographed

sections  A, B, and  C  together fbr each  core,  that is, each  photograph  had one  A, one  B and

one  C  section.
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                          Date
7)Ie iee processing histoo'. Tlpical proc'essing speed per Tveek  varied  from
m/week  in the brittle zone  to about  80 m/week  at ice tiepths  dleeper than
zone,  ln contras4  the maximum  drilVTng speed lt,as abottt 70 m!week.

about  40
the brittle

processing of  cores  from depths Qf  1 12 m  to 850 m,  the room  (tunnel) temperature  was  not

controited,  However,  for the processing of  cores  from about  850 m  and  deeper, a  heater
was  prepared in the room  to keep the temperature  at around  -21"C,  as shown  in Fig. 7.
This temperature control  was  required  to stabilize the perfbrmance ofthe  instruments and
alse  the ioe electrical  properties.
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                         5. Total amount  of  work

    The processing of  ice cores  from depths of  l 12 m  to 2503 m  used  three "sinter  teams

for a total amount  ot' 700 person-days labor <number of  persons x days worked),  The

history of  the processing is shown  in Fig. 8. The first winter  team  was  the 36th Japanese

Antarctic Research Expedition (hereafter, JARE), who  worked  from January 1995 to

January l996  to set up  the processing site. They constructed  snow  tunnels and  installed

the instruments. They started processing in October 1995, ln December, they  did highly

con ¢ entrated  work  in erder  to increase the amount  of  cores  transportecl to Japan,

Fo"owing JARE-36.  the next  winter  team  continued  the xvork.  At  the initial stage  from

January 1996 to May  ]996, the processing speed  was  slow  because they were  trying to make

an  optimum  work  environment  and  also  because ice was  from the brittle zone  untit they

reached  a  depth of  870 m.  For  each  winter  team,  a glaciologist and  one  or  twe  assistants

did the proccssing. The peried from November  1996 to January 1997 was  used  to prepare

the cores  for trunsportation  and  also for glaciologicahvork such  as  radar  soundings  (Fujita
et al., 1998). Finally. the third winter  team.  JARE-38. worked  from Januttry 1997 until

January 1998 to complete  the ice processing.

                         6. Manfiing  of  the station

    Each  ofthe  three wintering  teams  had  9 members.  As an  example,  the JARE-37  team

was  composed  of  two  researchers  in gtaciology, two  drillers, a  meteorologist  who  was  also

a  radio  operator,  tw'o mechanics,  a  cook,  ttnd a  medical  doctor. All of  them  worked  on

both the drilling and  the ice core  processing, in rotation.  One  of  the researchers  worked

only  on  the drilling as a  chief.  Another researcher  worked  only  on  the ice core  process]ng

also  as a chief  for lt. On  a given day, there were  typically three teams, two  teams  each

having two  people -'orking  on  the drilling, and  the  other  team  having two  or  three people

working  on  the ice core  processing. Each of  the  two  drilling teams  worked  8hours.

Except for the two  chiefs,  ever>･'body  did everything,

                        7. Details of the processing

    Here. we  describe specific  details of  the procedure. For processin.cr ofthe  ice, each

core  sample  was  rnoved  fi'om the core  storage to'the processing room.  Because of  the

typically  20'C temperature  difference between these two  rooms.  this moving  ",as  always

done one  day before any  measurements  to stabilize  the temperature  of the sample.

Varying  low  temperatures  caii seriously  affect  properties of  ice, particulariy the electrical

properties. On  a  given day, we  processed a  core  length between about  2m  and  15 m.

depcnding on  the  core  quality. The  jce cere  quality "'as  excellent  frem the drilling until

the horizontal cutting:  there -,as  no  t'racture for the entire  depth rangc.  Butyl-acetate, the

borehole liquid that covered  the core  surface  when  the core  was  recovered  (Fajita et ai.,

1994), imrnediately disappeared by evaporation  when  we  brushed off  the cere  slush  from

the surface.  We  did not  find any  problems related  to thls borehole liquid in the ice core

processing line. At the drilling site, we  did not  find particular problems either, As was

sugges(ed  in our  previous report  (Fujita et al.. I994), we  made  suMcient  ventilation  at the
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Recording
 the core's  condition  and  labeiing the ('ot:e at the initial part of the procassing

         ti}ie. TTie operator is checking  the eontinui4JT and  oriemation  of each  successive  core

         
segment.

 the operator then  deterenines the qt7i('iai dttpths of coras  b.i' considering  the

         length              of                each  eore  and  also the deilling records,

drilling site; the dritlers had suMcient  liquid-proofclothes and  goggles to prevent direct
exposure  to the liquid,

    By measuring  the diameter, iength, and  weight  of  the core,  -'e  calculated  the bulk
density. In addition  to this bulk density measurement,  we  did a precise measurement

using  the floating method  (Hondoh et al., 1999) for six ponions  of  the 2503-m  ice core.
Precise data are  important te determine density-relaxation processes after  core  recoveily.  A
photo of- this pait of  the processing line is show'n  in Fig. 9.

    
The

 horizontal core  cutting  into 60%  and  40g6 sections  was  the most  time-consuming

procedure in the processing line (see Fig, 10). Hence, it determined the processing speed.
Two  major  problems "'ere  found. One is core  fracture that often  occurred  for depths
between 500 and  870 m.  This zone  roughly  agreed  with the fracture zone  that was

predicted in advance  (Shoji et ai., 1994). More  details ofthe  fracture zone  are  described
later, The second  major  problem  was  the high fracture rate  of  bandsaw blades. For
processing 2 to l5-m lengths, we  needed  to change  the bandsaxN' blades because they were
broken. We  suspect  that this very  high fracture rate  might  be due to the low temperature
of  the room  (see the depths below about  850 m  in Fig. 7). This was  one  of  the reasons
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    FZg. 10, Horizontal cutting.
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                      Flg, 11. ECM  system block diagram.

that we  raised  the room  temperature  to about  
-21eC

 for processing ice that was  deeper

than  about  850m,  All of  the bandsaw cutting  xN'as done manually,  and  without  any

autornatic  cutting  system,  Considering the two  major  diMculties in cutting  that we

experienced,  future development  of  an  automatic  cutting  system  will  be very  usefu1  to

liberate the operators  from the time  consuming  process. We  used  the bandsaws  INCA

model  EURO  260 and  INCA  model  EXPERT  5oo. The  bandsaw  blades were  LUNA

model  8766-07oo and  model  8766-1oo5.

    After separation  by a  horizontal bandsaw, the flat surface  of  section  A was  mi-

crotomed.  Using the flat surface  as  a  window,  the stratification  was  observed  visua]ly,
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Fig I2,ECM
 
measunemenL

 The  operator drags electtocles  along  the ice core  sut:face, Both
the position of            the electrode,s  and  the elecimal  cunent  bet"een the two electrodes  were
recorded  in a portable computen  for aa  core  section,x  we  yfist measured  the  AC  loss
foctor     (t4 C-ECildt 1 MHZ  1 T';) and  then  the DC  current  (DCi-ECM, DC  i250 J'Z).

FZg; l3.An  example  qf apheto  taken at the end  of the processing fine, Images qf' seetions
    andA, B,        C  ,vere  rec'orded  with  eore  kibels. 71ijis ts the last qpzponunity to see aZt  

.4-C

sections
 togetheL Afier taking  this picture, the sections  wet?  packed  for transportation.

Each  pertion was  then  transported  to diOZ'rent taboratories,

We  identified more  than  25 tephra  layers and  more  than 2000 cloudy  band layers, Both
ECM  and  AC-ECM  electrical stratigrEtphy  measurements  were  then done on  this surfhce.
The  measurements  were  done using  the lengths of  the ice core  pieces as  they were  drilled
(varying length), A  schematjc  of  the electrical measurement  system  is given in Fig. 11.
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Using
 
the

 
same

 surface.  AC  measurements  were  done  first usjng  a  voltage  of  I V and  a
freq.uency

 
of

 1 !v{Hz. Then. DC  measurements  were  done using  1250 V, Figure 12 shows
a  prcture of  this measuremcnt  in the processing line. The minjmum  reso]ution  for data
sampling  was  always  le$s than  2 mm.

    After these measurements  were  completed,  the 40% portion was  cut  into  sections  B and
C. For packing and  transportation.  all of  the A, B, and  C sections  were  cut  into 50-cm
long

 segments.  Before packing, we  photographed  sections  A, B, and  C together for each
core

 as  shown  in Fig. ]3. Figure 14 shows  the packing procedure.

    
After

 processing. the cores were  packed in boxes and  stored  in a snow  tunnel (Fig, 15)
with  a temperature below -50"C.  Unfortunate[y, a  few months  after construction  ofthis
tunneL

 most  of  the roof  fe11 down  und  the cores  were  temporarily  buried by sno'w  and  firn.
Because

 
the

 
thi¢ kness of  the roof  exceeded  l m  in places, the collapse  was  very  dangerous,

This
 
accident

 happened because snow  and  firn does not  have suMcient  strength  at low

!emperaturgs. The  sintering that connects  ice pardcles does not  generally occur  in such
inland

 stations in Antarctica. Because a  collapsing  roof  can  cause  serious  irijury, one
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                              8. Core quaiity

    Fjnally, we  mention  core  quality. Throughout  the dri11jng and  storage,  core fractures
mostly  occurred  during horizontal cutting.  While cutting  ice core  from the bulk into the
50-cm long segments  of  A, B, and  C, ice was  britt]e in the depths between about  5oo m  and
870m, During  the perpendicular cut, the fracture still o ¢ curred.  We  recorded  the
number  of  fi-actures that occurred  while  processing each  50-cm ofthe  core.  The data are
plotted in Fig. 16. During  a  gjven cut,  there could  be from  one  to seyen  fractures. The
ice

 
was

 
tbe

 
most

 .britt]e at depths between 680m  and  870 m.  In this  depth range,  fbr
example,  it sometimes  took  more  than  one  hour to cut  a  2-m  long core  horizontally.

7

en 6E.=.5tsS4g,tsg2==

 i

o

                   500 600  700  800

                               depth (m)
Fig i6, Nttniber oj' .haetures whde  processing 50-cm-long

      fract!tre.s oceurft?d  during horisontat cutting  )i'ith

      bet}L?en 680 m  and  870  m  were  the most  brilrla

900lOOO

iee eores  in the brirtle zone.  All
the bana(sam Cl)res .from depths
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Operators needed  to use  extreme  care;  still, the fracture rate  depended on  
t.he

 
operator's

skill. Therefbre, the  data in Fig. 16 show  the general tendency  of brittleness in each  depth

range;  but the actual numbers  depend  on  the operator's  skill. Thus, this core, cyttilg  
"ps

generally the rate-limiting  process in our  processing line. We  made  
no

 distinctign ,in

processing bet"'een brittle zone  and  non-brittle  zone.  That is, we  processed the entire  
ice

core  from the shallower  part to the deeper part without  uny  distinctien. The authors

found that  in 2oo1 in Japan, ice cores  from the brittle zone  were  still as  brittle as  they had

been at the processing line at Dome  F  station  in 1996. It seems  that five years preservation

at a temperature  of  -500C  at Hokkaido  University did not  change  the brittleness 
of

 
the

core.

    As for inclusions, the shallowest  depth where  clathrate  hydrate crystals  were  found was

around  4gO-490 m.  Cloudy bands also  started to appear  from this same  depth range.  Ice

was  brittle below this and  until  the 870-m depth, Below  870 m,  the core  quality dramati-

cally improved. After this depth, core  processing started  to catch up  "ith  the drMing

speed  (see Fig. 8). We  tbund no  problems with  using  butyl-acetate as the borehole liquid:

the core  quality, the ice measurements,  and  the operators'  work  environment  all seemed

unaffected  by use  of  this liquid.
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